Dynamic alterations of composition and mechanics of the extracellular matrix are suggested to modulate cellular behavior including plasticity of macrophages (MPhs) during wound healing. In this study, engineered 3D fibrillar matrices based on naturally occurring biopolymers (collagen I, glycosaminoglycans (GAGs)) are used to mimic matrix stiffening as well as modification by sulfated and nonsulfated GAGs at different stages of wound healing. Human MPhs are found to sensitively respond to these microenvironmental cues in terms of polarization toward proinflammatory or wound healing phenotypes over 6 days in vitro. MPhs exhibit a wound healing phenotype in stiffer matrices as determined by protein and gene expression of relevant cytokines (IL10, IL12, and TNFα). Presence of sulfated and nonsulfated GAGs inhibits this polarization effect. Furthermore, control experiments on 2D matrices stress the relevance of using stiffness-controlled 3D matrices, as MPhs show a reciprocal polarization behavior depending on GAG presence. Hence, the results indicate a strong influence of dimensionality, stiffness, and GAG presence of the biomaterial scaffold on MPh polarization and emphasize the need for matrices closely mimicking the 3D in vivo context with a variable stiffness and GAG composition in in vitro studies.
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(GAGs) are specifically discussed as regulating microenvironmental cues. [3, 4] 3D ECM microstructure and stiffness are known to control adhesion receptor activation and assembly as well as downstream cellular contractility, proliferation, and differentiation. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Furthermore, GAGs can bind growth factors and cytokines, and present them to nearby cells in an activated or inactivated state. Due to the GAG-cytokine interaction, GAGs control local cytokine storage and release that modulates cellular chemotaxis and paracrine signaling. [10, 11] Important regulatory functions of the ECM have been described for different stages of wound healing. [12] In wound healing the ECM is characterized by very dynamic changes in terms of composition, microstructure, and mechanics, for example, the remodeling of fibrin-rich initial ECM by proteinases and fibrillar collagen deposition. [13] Moreover, the profiles of inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines change in the time course of progressing wound healing, a process regulated by immune cells. [14] In this process, macrophages (MPhs) are known to play a central role. Secretion of cytokines for paracrine stimulation of other cell types, matrix resolution by matrix-metalloproteinases, or moderation of scar formation during wound repair are some of the processes facilitated by MPhs. [14] [15] [16] These various functions of MPhs are highly dynamic given the strong plasticity of MPh phenotype, which is suggested to be dependent on the interplay with surrounding cells and the ECM microenvironment. [17, 18] Roughly, the MPh phenotypes can be classified into proinflammatory 'M1' MPhs and alternatively activated wound healing 'M2' MPhs. [14, 19, 20] 'M1' MPhs are characteristic for the early inflammatory phase of wound healing with a production of high levels of cytokines like interleukin (IL) 1, 6, 8, 12 and tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα). 'M2' MPhs are related to a later stage of wound healing, so-called proliferation phase of fibroblasts and other tissue cells, with the expression of high levels of anti-inflammatory IL10 and prorepair mediators resistin-like molecule alpha (Relm-α), and tissue growth factor (TGFβ). The simplified classification in 'M1' and 'M2' MPhs is known to exhibit smooth transitions into each other enabling the control of the healing process. [19, 20] 
Introduction
Biochemical and biophysical properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM) have already been shown to influence cellular behavior in pathological and physiological processes of many tissues. [1, 2] The 3D microstructure and stiffness of the ECM as well as presence of sulfated and nonsulfated glycosaminoglycans Besides the detailed knowledge on single molecular regulators of MPh function, a full understanding of combined molecular mechanisms and their interplay with the surrounding ECM is not available. In order to better support progress in challenging therapeutic situations like chronic wounds, indepth in vitro studies in biomimetic ECM microenvironments are suggested to elucidate MPh behavior at such multiparameter conditions. Engineered ECM mimics allow to address in a controlled manner the impact of specific microenvironmental cues like stiffness changes during ECM remodeling or presence of different GAGs to mediate paracrine function of inflammatory or anti-inflammatory cytokines. [17] Some biomaterial approaches already tried to address the impact of ECM properties on MPh polarization. A collagen type I (Coll) surface functionalized with noncovalently bound synthetically sulfated hyaluronan (HA) was shown to induce a wound healing phenotype in human monocyte derived MPhs. [21] Enhanced stiffness of a PEG-based hydrogel support led to a cytokine profile typical for inflammatory MPh in vitro after stimulation with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or to severe foreign body reaction in mice. [22] Furthermore, substrate morphology was described to exert a strong influence on MPh phenotypes. [23] However, either the materials used have been 2D surfaces missing in vivo-like properties of a 3D porous biomaterial or the 3D materials applied were not sufficiently characterized with respect to composition, mechanics, and microstructure. In this respect, 3D fibrillar matrices from naturally derived biopolymers like decellularized matrices or Coll-based networks have an outstanding function, as they are able to reconstitute the nano-and microstructure of the in vivo ECM. [24] [25] [26] [27] Using advanced engineering and analysis tools, Coll-based matrices can be constructed with defined topological, mechanical, and compositional properties. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] In this study, we utilized these tools and designed 3D Collbased matrices with defined stiffness and presence of sulfated and nonsulfated GAGs to investigate their modulating impact on the phenotype of human MPhs. The variation of these ECM parameters addresses the dynamic variation of ECM characteristics during wound healing. We used granulocytemacrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) to induce differentiation of human monocytes into MPhs with an inflammatory phenotype and examined phenotypic changes by analyzing levels of anti-inflammatory (IL10) and inflammatory (IL12 and TNFα) cytokines under the influence of the biomimetic 3D ECM. Control experiments on similar 2D ECM were performed to highlight the importance of using in vivo-like 3D ECM matrices with tunable stiffness and GAG composition for characterizing MPh polarization in a 3D context.
Results and Discussion

Experimental Setup
An elongated inflammatory phase was discussed as the critical issue in chronic wounds. Therefore, we focused in our study on the capabilities of the different Coll networks to modulate the inflammatory phenotype of MPhs by the properties of the ECM environment. Differentiation of inflammatory MPhs (GM-MPh) was induced by GM-CSF, which has been described to generate MPhs similar to those found at inflammation site. [36] Figure 1 shows our experimental setup. Freshly isolated human monocytes were directly placed in contact with the Coll networks and differentiated into GM-MPhs over 7 d including a final LPS stimulation (4 h for PCR analysis or 24 h for ELISA and immunofluorescence) to induce their activation. We characterized the polarization status of MPhs toward inflammatory or wound healing phenotypes analyzing expression and release of the cytokines IL10, IL12, and TNFα, which is in accordance with the recently stated recommendations for MPh phenotype characterization. [36] To verify the suitability of GM-CSF to generate an inflammatory 'M1' (GM-MPh) and the usage of cytokines IL10, IL12, and TNFα as relevant phenotypic markers, initial control experiments were performed on tissue culture plastics before the start of our study. The need for more in vivo-like 3D environment was additionally Freshly isolated monocytes (in presence of GM-CSF) were cultured in 3D fibrillar networks based on Coll that were EDC cross-linked or functionalized with HA or high-sulfated hyaluronan (sHA) to investigate the impact of the GAG presence (sulfated or nonsulfated) as well as of matrix stiffness of the cellular microenvironment on the resulting MPh phenotype. EDC crosslinking increases the stiffness of Coll networks and can additionally be used to covalently attach HA and sHA to the fibrillar Coll networks, while leaving network topology (pore size (9 ± 1.2) µm), fibril diameter (700 ± 18) nm) unaffected as described previously. [29] Thus, such 3D Coll-based matrices can partly mimic the in vivo-like fibrillar microstructure similar to dermis and connective tissue, in particular concerning the porous microstructure of the distinct Coll fibrils. [1, 37] Depending on the different network modification, the set of engineered networks used in the following cell experiments is referred to as: Coll-pure collagen network; EDC-EDC cross-linked Coll network; HA-Coll network covalently functionalized with HA using EDC; sHA-Coll network covalently functionalized with sHA using EDC. Besides the different GAG functionalization, the stiffness of these networks was verified to follow the previously reported trends of Young's modulus, indicating a significant stiffness increase for EDC, HA, and sHA networks in comparison to pure Coll (Coll (27.1 ± 9.8) Pa, EDC (57.5 ± 25.9) Pa, HA (73.6 ± 27.5) Pa, and sHA (118.5 ± 34) Pa, for details see Figure S1 , Supporting Information).
MPh phenotypes were defined via expression of inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines during the experiments. As reference we used standard differentiation protocols (using growth factors GM-CSF vs macrophage colony stimulating factor (MCSF)) with subsequent LPS stimulation to receive inflammatory ('M1', GM-MPh) or wound healing ('M2', M-MPh) MPh phenotypes. [38] Figure S2A (Supporting Information) shows the reference experiments on standard tissue culture plastics for GM-MPh and M-MPh differentiation and the expression of cytokines IL10, IL12, and TNFα. The inflammatory phenotype of GM-MPh was proved by an enhanced secretion of inflammatory cytokines IL12 and TNFα and a decreased secretion of anti-inflammatory IL10. [36] In contrast, the anti-inflammatory phenotype of M-MPh was reflected by an enhanced secretion of anti-inflammatory IL10 and lower levels of inflammatory IL12 and TNFα. [36] By calculating the ratio of IL10 to IL12 of the two different phenotypes we demonstrate herein the usage of this ratio as an useful tool to differentiate between anti-inflammatory and inflammatory MPh phenotypes, as already suggested by Franz et al. [21] M-MPh showed a 24.5-fold higher ratio compared to GM-MPh ( Figure S2B , Supporting Information).
Cell Morphology and Cell Invasion in 2D and 3D Culture Conditions
At first we assessed cell morphology of 2D versus 3D cell culture conditions as this is known to be a straightforward indicator of mechanosensitivity of cells, and also to effect downstream cell signaling. [39] Furthermore, invasion of cells in 3D matrices was determined to ensure the proper 3D context in cell studies. Noncoated tissue culture plastics (TCP) and dense, collapsed 2D Coll matrices acted as controls in comparison to 3D Coll networks. We revealed enormous differences in cell morphology with a mainly flattened, spread cell shape of about 40-50 µm in diameter on TCP and a mainly round cell shape on 2D and in 3D Coll matrices with cell diameters of about 20-30 µm (Figure 2A-C) . These results already indicate the importance to use in vivo-like ECM composition for in vitro cell culture experiments.
The analysis of GM-MPh invasion into the 3D networks after 7 d revealed well-distributed cells inside the Coll networks with minor difference between Coll and EDC cross-linked networks ( Figure 2D ). Cell distribution inside HA and sHA networks was similar to EDC networks. This equal distribution of GM-MPh within our 3D Coll-based networks is an important requirement allowing the subsequent studies on the impact of matrix stiffness and GAG modification on MPh polarization in the 3D context. 
Cytokine Secretion in 2D versus 3D Culture Conditions and GM-CSF Solution Availability
The depletion of cytokines and growth factors from cell culture medium through their binding to GAG-containing ECM networks is well-described in several in vitro and in vivo studies. [40] Therefore, we first evaluated the GM-CSF concentration in cell culture medium on the different networks to verify an equal availability of GM-CSF during the period of MPh differentiation. These pre-experiments revealed no differences in available GM-CSF concentrations between the different matrix conditions with detected GM-CSF concentration of about (6.8 ± 0.3) ng mL −1 in cell culture medium after 1 d. This lower concentration in comparison to that initially applied (20 ng mL −1 ) may result from degradation effects in the medium due to the reduced stability of GM-CSF as shown for other growth factors. [41] Importantly, in all experimental settings comparable GM-CSF concentrations were present for MPh differentiation.
Next, the influence of the different 2D and 3D matrix conditions on MPh polarization was investigated by means of cytokine secretion of IL10, IL12, and TNFα. Cytokine levels were evaluated after 6 d of monocyte differentiation in GM-CSF supplemented medium with an additional LPS stimulation for the final 24 h of culture.
The cytokine profile on 3D networks showed a significantly higher secretion of the proresolution cytokine IL10 (factor of 3-5; (9.7 ± 3.0) pg 10 −4 cells) for GM-MPh inside EDC cross-linked networks in comparison to all other 3D matrix conditions, while the secretion of IL12 and TNFα-both typical markers for an inflammatory MPh phenotype-were by trend similar or reduced in these networks ( Figure 3A) . Importantly, GM-MPh on 2D matrices showed a different behavior. GM-MPh on 2D Coll surfaces secreted much higher amounts per cell of all three cytokines (IL10, IL12, and TNFα) in comparison to 3D culture conditions (roughly factor 10). Furthermore, on 2D HA and sHA surfaces cytokine release was higher (IL10) or lower (IL12 and TNFα) compared to the corresponding 3D matrices.
As the usage of primary human donor cells often results in a strong variance of total amounts of secreted cytokines, the ratio of IL10 to IL12 is a useful tool to differentiate between MPh phenotypes. [21] We calculated this ratio relative to Coll as depicted in Figure 3B . For 3D conditions IL10/IL12 ratio is significantly increased for the EDC networks in comparison to Coll (by a factor of 5), while it remains on similar levels for the HA and sHA networks. Obviously, no simple correlation of network stiffness and cytokine expression could be found as HA and sHA networks have similar or somewhat increased stiffness levels as compared to EDC cross-linked networks. As for the cytokine profile, the IL10/IL12 ratio shows a different trend for 2D matrices with an increasing ratio for HA and sHA compared to Coll.
These results suggest that MPhs are instructed to polarize toward an anti-inflammatory phenotype (low TNFα, IL-12, and high IL-10 [36] ) by stiffer 3D matrices even under inflammatory conditions (GM-CSF and LPS). The presence of both GAGs, nonsulfated and sulfated HA, inhibited this stiffness-mediated effect on MPh polarization. The results not only reveal the importance of matrix stiffness and the presence of GAG for MPh polarization studies. They also demonstrate the impact of the 3D environment by the comparative analysis of the effect of the 3D networks with corresponding 2D control matrices (collapsed Coll networks with optional GAG modification). MPh on the 2D matrices showed a different behavior with a trend toward an anti-inflammatory phenotype in the presence of the GAGs. Importantly, these findings are consistent with previous reports demonstrating other types of 2D Coll matrices with adsorbed sHA to modulate the differentiation of human inflammatory MPhs toward an alternative polarization profile. [21] As we observed a different polarization profile in 3D matrices in comparison to the 2D controls, depletion effects through the binding of secreted cytokines inside the 3D matrices were considered a possible influence on measured cytokine concentrations in the supernatants. While direct quantification of small amounts of bound cytokines in Coll networks within a cell culture context is currently hard to achieve because of the strong protein background, we decided to follow an indirect approach. We verified cytokine expression profiles of GM-MPh by determination of intracellular levels of IL10 and IL12 as well as gene expression analysis of IL10 (Figure 4A,B) . The immunofluorescence analysis of intracellular IL10 and IL12 of GM-MPh inside the 3D matrices by confocal laser scanning microscopy showed the same MPh polarization profile as found for the cytokine release analysis. The IL10/IL12 ratio was significantly increased in EDC cross-linked matrices in comparison to nonmodified Coll, while an inhibition of this anti-inflammatory polarization was found for the GAG-modified matrices. Therefore, we concluded that the evaluation of the cytokine response and the IL10/IL12 secretion profile is not influenced by cytokine binding effects of the investigated 3D fibrillar Coll matrices. This is further supported by IL10 gene expression analysis showing a significant upregulation of IL10 expression in MPh differentiated in the EDC cross-linked matrices in comparison to all other matrices ( Figure 4C ).
Taken together, our data on cytokine induction including cytokine release, intracellular protein levels, and cytokine gene expression clearly demonstrate a polarization of GM-MPh toward an anti-inflammatory phenotype in 3D EDC crosslinked matrices. Although we can exclude that the investigated cytokines are depleted in the culture by binding to the 3D Coll matrices, additive effects on autocrine signaling via short-term binding of these or other factors produced from the MPh to the 3D matrices regulating their presentation to the cells cannot be distinguished at this moment. For instance, it is known that interaction of IL10 with sulfated GAGs can regulate its activity. [42] Our study shows a pronounced effect of increased 3D matrix stiffness (EDC crosslinking) on instructing an anti-inflammatory MPh phenotype despite the presence of the proinflammatory GM-CSF stimulus. It was also found that this effect is inhibited by GAG integration into the matrix. This important influence of 3D matrix stiffness and the contrasting findings herein and in earlier work [21] for 2D Coll matrices regarding the impact of GAGs emphasize the necessity to apply defined 3D matrices for studies on MPh polarization. Furthermore, it calls for the need to observe various ECM-derived stimuli being it dimensionality, matrix mechanics, as well as composition (e.g., GAG presence) in such studies. In this context, we would like to mention an interesting report, showing an inflammatory MPh response in an EDC crosslinking porcine-derived small intestinal submucosa tissue graft in a rat model. [43] This finding may be differently explained considering our results, as not only the simple stiffness increase by EDC crosslinking might have influenced MPh polarization but also the additional presence of GAGs within these decellularized matrices. The latter might modulate the anti-inflammatory effect of stiffness increase into an inflammatory response like in our experiments. At the current stage we cannot reveal the underlying mechanisms for the differences in MPh polarization by the ECM microenvironment. Whether the anti-inflammatory trigger of matrix stiffness might be overruled through interfering effects of cytokine binding or ligand engagement mediated by HA and sHA needs to be examined in future studies. However, our study allows to conclude that although network stiffness and 3D context instructs MPh polarization, simple mechanosignaling does not comprehensively explain the underlying cell behavior. Furthermore, a direct influence of EDC chemistry on MPh polarization can also be excluded, too, as EDC was similarly presented in GAG-functionalized networks and 2D Coll samples.
Conclusion
The scope of the presented study was to investigate primary human MPh polarization in defined 3D fibrillar matrices with options for modulating stiffness and the presence of sulfated and nonsulfated GAGs. By that, we aimed to mimic the dynamic changes of the ECM microenvironment during wound healing and to reveal their impact on the highly plastic state of MPh phenotypes. Using engineered 3D Coll based matrices with in vivo-like fibrillar characteristics of the network topology, in part similar to dermis and connective tissue, the variation of matrix stiffness by EDC crosslinking and covalent GAG modification revealed a strong impact on the polarization profile of MPhs. An increase in matrix stiffness by EDC crosslinking led to an instruction of an anti-inflammatory MPh phenotype under otherwise inflammatory conditions (GM-CSF differentiation). While the underlying signaling mechanisms remain elusive, our study emphasizes the usage of rationally designed 3D matrices for in vitro studies on wound healing, instead of more artificial 2D settings.
Experimental Section
Synthesis of Molecular Weight-Defined Nonsulfated and Sulfated
Hyaluronan: A partly degraded, nonsulfated HA and an sHA (with a degree of sulfation (D.S.) of about 3 (D.S. = average number of sulfate groups per disaccharide repeating unit) with comparable molecular weights (MW) of about 57 kDa were used in this study. HA was prepared by ozonolysis of high MW, native HA (from Streptococcus, MW 1.1 MDa, Aqua Biochem, Dessau, Germany), as described before. [29, 44] Briefly, a 1% aqueous solution of high MW HA was treated with ozone, prepared with an ozone generator COM-AD-02 (ANSEROS Klaus Nonnenmacher, Tübingen, Germany) for 2 h. The ozone concentration amounted to ≈60 g m −3 and a flow rate of 20-30 L h −1 was used. Finally, N 2 was passed through the solution for 30 min to expel free ozone. The remaining clear solution was dialyzed against distilled water, lyophilized and dried under vacuum. The HA was obtained with 75%-85% yield. sHA derivatives were synthesized and characterized as described previously. [45] Reconstruction and GAG Functionalization of 2D and 3D Collagen Networks: Fibril formation of rat tail collagen type I (Coll, Corning, NY, USA) (2.5 mg mL −1 ) in phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) was performed at 37 °C and 95% humidity for 60 min as described previously. [28] Prepared 3D Coll networks have a thickness of about 300 µm and a mean pore size and fibril diameter of 9 µm and 700 nm, respectively, as routinely characterized. (For details on methodology see refs. [28] and [46] .) For improved handling, the fibrillar networks were covalently immobilized on poly(styrene-alt-maleic anhydride) copolymer coated glass coverslips as described elsewhere. [28, 47] HA and sHA modification of Coll networks were performed as previously reported. [29] Briefly, Coll I networks were incubated with HA or sHA (0.2 mg mL −1 ) in 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid (MES, 0.1 m, pH 5, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) for 2 h at room temperature. Subsequently, covalent HA or sHA binding was induced by incubation for 2 h at room temperature in N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (20 × 10 −3 m) (EDC, Sigma Aldrich) in MES (0.1 m, pH 5). Crosslinking of Coll networks was performed in the same way, but, without prior incubation with HA/sHA solutions. Finally, Coll networks were washed three times in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) and incubated for equilibration overnight in cell culture medium before usage. 2D surfaces were prepared from 3D networks. The networks were rinsed and collapsed by dehydration overnight.
Stiffness Measurements of Collagen Networks: For micromechanical characterization of networks, an effective Young's modulus, E, was determined by fitting the retract part of the force-distance curves recorded by colloidal probe force spectroscopy using the Hertz model, as described previously. [46] Measurements were performed using a Nanowizard III (JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany) and probes with a manually attached 50 µm glass microbead (Polyscience Europe GmbH, Eppelheim, Germany) to a tipless HQ-CSC38 cantilever (NanoAndMore, Germany) with a spring constant of ≈0.1 N m −1 . The exact spring constant was determined by the thermal noise method. [48] All samples were characterized in PBS at room temperature. A minimum of 27 forcedistance curves at three positions per sample in three independent experiments were measured.
Human Monocyte Isolation and Macrophage Differentiation: Heparinized blood of human healthy volunteers after informed signed consent was purchased from the Institute of Transfusion Medicine at Universität Leipzig. Monocytes were enriched by density-gradient centrifugation (Ficoll-Paque PLUS, GE Healthcare, Freiburg, Germany) and isolated using CD14 negative depletion (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). Purity of CD14 positive cells was assessed by flow cytometry (FACS Vantage SE TurboSort, BD, Heidelberg, Germany) at about 95% CD14 positive cells. 6 × 10 4 monocytes in RPMI (500 µL, Biochrom) were cultivated per network (Coll, EDC, HA, sHA) or bare well (TCP; 24-well plate; Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany). RPMI was supplemented with heat-inactivated FCS (10%) (Biochrom) and GM-CSF (20 ng mL −1 ) or MCSF (50 ng mL −1 ) both from R&D, for monocyte to inflammatory or anti-inflammatory MPh differentiation. Cell culture was performed at 37 °C, 5% CO 2 , 95% humidity for 6 d. Medium was renewed every third day. At day 6 medium was additionally supplemented with LPS (Sigma Aldrich, 100 ng mL −1 ) to induce cytokine secretion for 24 h or 4 h for gene expression analysis. For a visualization of the experimental setup see Figure 1 .
Analysis of Secreted and Intracellular Cytokines and GM-CSF Solution Depletion:
Monocyte-derived MPhs were characterized with respect to their inflammatory and anti-inflammatory polarization after cultivation in GM-CSF or MCSF supplemented medium on bare TCP by cytokine ELISA. To analyze the influence of differently modified Coll networks (Coll, EDC, HA, sHA) on MPh polarization in presence of GM-CSF (inflammatory condition), secreted and intracellular cytokines were assessed by cytokine ELISA of cell culture supernatants and by confocal laser scanning microscopy. Solution depletion of GM-CSF was measured after incubation of cell culture medium for 24 h with the different Coll networks using ELISA. ELISA detecting IL10, TNFα, GM-CSF (eBioscience, Frankfurt am Main, Germany), and IL12(p40) (BD Bioscience) were performed according to the manufacturer's instructions. Released cytokine concentrations were analyzed in cell culture supernatants after MPh stimulation with LPS (100 ng mL −1 ) for 24 h. As proliferation of MPhs is known to be negligible, results were normalized to initial cell number. (The fact of negligible proliferation was proven by means of WST-1 assay (Roche, Penzberg, Germany) in pre-experiments.) The comparable cell number of different networks is also supported by similar RNA levels observed in the gene expression experiments. Supernatants were stored at −20 °C prior measurement.
For intracellular IL10 and IL12 levels differentiated and LPS stimulated (6 d + 24 h, respectively) MPhs were washed, fixed, and permeabilized at day 7 of cultivation inside the different Coll networks with PBS containing Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ (Biochrom) at 37 °C three times, paraformaldehyde (4%, Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) for 15 min at 37 °C and Triton X100 (0.1%, Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) for 15 min at room temperature, respectively. Afterward, the fixed samples were rinsed three times with PBS and subsequently incubated for 1 h in blocking solution containing bovine serum albumin (5%) (BSA; Sigma Aldrich) in PBS to minimize nonspecific antibody binding. Monoclonal rat antihuman IL10 (JES3-9D7, eBioscience) conjugated with Alexa488, polyclonal rabbit antihuman IL12 (Bioss, Woburn, USA) conjugated with Alexa555, and DAPI (Sigma Aldrich) were incubated for 1 h. Samples were rinsed using blocking solution three times and confocal stacks at an xy-size of 512 × 512 pixels (160 × 160 µm) and a 5 µm image distance were taken using a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM700) and a 40× water immersion objective (both Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany). Mean fluorescence intensity of intracellular cytokines was analyzed from z-projections of confocal stacks in relation to cell number revealed by DAPI. 20 cells per sample were assessed at minimum.
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